
 

 

 

Honeycomb Guest House  is not a booking agent or Tour Operator and does not charge for any services 

or make service fees to Users of this Site.

All information posted on this Website is do

citizens of Durban and the promoted businesses that are included herein. It is not the intention to malign 

or disfavour anybody or entity mentioned herein unless of course they are creating a pr

citizens of Durban or the properly run establishments 

As such the owners and managers of 

herein and will not entertain any liability that is sought in this regard.

Anybody or any entity that considers material or content to be disparaging, incorrect or a problem is 

welcome to contact the Website, who will make good as soon as it is considered and proved to be 

invaluable to the purpose of the website.

 

Disclaimer 

is not a booking agent or Tour Operator and does not charge for any services 

or make service fees to Users of this Site. 

All information posted on this Website is done so in good faith, with a sole goal of benefitting the good 

citizens of Durban and the promoted businesses that are included herein. It is not the intention to malign 

or disfavour anybody or entity mentioned herein unless of course they are creating a problem to the said 

citizens of Durban or the properly run establishments with a selfish attitude and material gain. 

As such the owners and managers of Honeycomb Guest House accepts no responsibility for the contents 
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